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AutomAted ReAl-time Absolute Positioning technology on intelligent  
Fully mechAnised coAl FAces using the gyRo Rts system

The absolute positions of shearers on advancing coal faces are requisite for providing references 
for adaptive mining combined with geological models. common coalmine localization techniques (e.g. 
uWB, inS, etc.) are not fully applicable to adaptive mining due to their drifting error or the messy en-
vironment. The gyro robotic total station (RTS) is versatile and precise in measuring coordinates in coal 
mines, while its conventional usage is of low automation and poor timeliness, impeding its application 
on mining faces. This article proposed an automated gyro RTS system for real-time absolute position-
ing on fully mechanised coal faces. The measuring process was changed to fit mining requirements, 
and a new state-transferring model was used to automate it. Programs were developed and installed in 
available instruments, forming a prototype. Field experiments were carried out on a simulative working 
face, verifying the system’s accuracy and applicability. Results show that the relative positioning error is 
better than 2.6143×10-4, which meets the demand of advancing faces. The error of the gyro is estimated 
at 55.5187”, justifying its nominal indicators. To sum up, the automated gyro RTS system proposed in 
this paper can offer real-time and accurate absolute positions of equipment on working faces, supporting 
adaptive mining combined with the geological model.
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1. introduction

With the development of manufacturing and information technology, mining coal has become 
increasingly automated [1] and intelligent [2-4]. Many key technologies (e.g. high-precision 
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geological model, TgiS platform, geological database, etc.) have been studied and applied to 
coal mines successfully, making substantial progress in intelligent mining [5-8]. To achieve 
intelligent coal mining, one of the basic technologies is positioning equipment, especially on 
advancing faces. For example, the shearer continuously moves along the coal face and cuts coal 
seams, and its accurate dynamic positions can form the mining trajectories. These are necessary 
references to analyse mining safety and efficiency [9]. By analysing the trajectories and mechani-
cal dimension parameters, the cutting lines and face straightness can be determined. Referring 
to the established geographical model, future mining paths and conveyor lines can be optimally 
adjusted, which is conducive to adaptive mining.

Many methods of equipment positioning in underground coal mines have been studied, 
such as the wireless sensors network (WSn), the inertial navigation system (inS), radars, laser 
scanners, computer vision methods, etc. WSn is one of the most widely-used for localisation 
in gnSS-free space [10]. The sensors are deployed on spots of interest and communicate with 
each other by wireless radio [11,12]. Types of positioning algorithms include geometric methods, 
proximity methods and fingerprint recognition. however, it suffers from a major limitation in 
that its positioning accuracy (i.e. metre level) and connective stability are insufficient for provid-
ing reliable positions of equipment on advancing face. The inS measures the three-axis linear 
acceleration and angular velocity of its carrier and then obtains the displacement by coordinate 
frame transformation and the double integration of acceleration [13]. The kalman filter and its 
variants are usually used to improve positioning accuracy. however, the main problem of inS is 
the accumulated drifting error, so it has to be combined with odometry and always needs to be 
calibrated. The radars can be used to localise equipment [14] but only in one dimension. So that 
3d coordinates of the equipment cannot be obtained. At last, the laser scanner [15] and computer 
vision [16] are effective tools for simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM). The LidAR 
can be used to detect hydraulic supports and aids the inS to position the longwall shearer [17]. 
Machine vision is used in the real-time measuring of roadway deformation [18]. however, they 
are inapplicable in the changing scenario (e.g. the advancing coal face) and are inconvenient for 
absolute positioning.

The robotic total station (RTS) is a sort of specialised surveying instrument, which directly 
measures the distances and the angles of targets even kilometres away and then calculates cor-
responding accurate 3d coordinates. With the servomotor, the automated target recognition (ATR) 
and the powerful search functions, an RTS can search, track and measure targets mechanically. 
due to its high accuracy and versatility, the RTS can be used not only in conventional survey-
ing, but even for monitoring the deformation of tunnels [19,20], dams [21], and bridges [22,23]. 
in addition, if the RTS is equipped with a gyroscope, it will be able to orient itself, reducing 
dependency on control points and extending its applicability. in terms of measuring precision, the 
highly precise gyro RTS can even meet the demand of first-order astronomical azimuths [24] and 
can be used to establish the baseline field [25]. As a result, the gyro RTS shows its outstanding 
advantages in scenarios that lack reference information. in tunnel projects, the gyro RTS provides 
high-accuracy azimuth measuring from the perspective of transfixion measurement [26]. in coal 
mine projects, the gyro RTS can save labour and relieve difficulties of shaft deepening and con-
nection measuring by reducing dependency on control points [27,28]. The RTS is accurate to 
the millimetre, which far exceeds WSn methods. Each position measurement is independent 
of the other, so it avoids accumulating errors like the inS. compared with positioning methods 
of LidAR and machine vision, the RTS can be more accurate and applicable. The conventional 
usage of the gyro RTS is a manual operation, which includes levelling, centring, aiming and mov-
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ing station. however, positioning equipment on an advancing coal face in this way causes high 
personnel risk and low efficiency. in addition, it’s difficult to achieve real-time mining support 
when using manually measured results since they can’t be uploaded promptly.

Aiming to achieve real-time accurate absolute positioning and coordinates transmission on 
dynamic fully mechanised faces, this paper proposes an automated gyro RTS measuring system. 
in section i, the problems of positioning on adaptive mining face are raised and the related back-
ground is introduced. in section ii, we introduce the measuring process, the state-transferring 
model and the error model used by the automated gyro RTS system. in section iii, the prototype 
is introduced, formed by developed programs and available instruments. in section iv, field 
experiments were carried out, and corresponding results are shown to verify the accuracy and 
applicability of the system. More details about error characteristics are discussed in section v, 
especially on the precision estimation of the gyroscope. Finally, summaries and conclusions are 
drawn in section vi.

2. theoretical model

2.1. the measuring process of gyro Rts

The outstanding feature of the gyro RTS is its capability to orient itself (i.e. aligning its 
horizontal zero direction to the local true north). The gyro RTS has an indicator called the gyro 
bias. After the orientation is completed and the bias is compensated, the coordinate framework of 
RTS is parallel to the geodetic coordinate framework. Then the difference between the geodetic 
coordinates and the gauss-kruger coordinates should be considered because the commonly used 
coordinate framework in coal mines is the g-k projection grid. As for any point in a g-k pro-
jection zone, its local true north is tangential to its local meridian, while its grid north is parallel 
to the central meridian in its zone. The differential angle between its local north and grid north 
defines the convergence of meridians γ.

Fig. 1. The convergence of meridians and the relationship between grid north, local north and gyro north
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Fig. 1, γ denotes the convergence of meridians and Δ denotes the gyro bias. To ensure the 
gyro RTS measures the g-k coordinates, the bias should be compensated and the convergence 
of meridians should be corrected. Furthermore, Δ is determined by datum points on the ground, 
while γ is calculated by Eq. (1):

  local cen sinL L B      (1a)

  cen local 1.5 / 3 3L L       (1b)

in Eq. (1a-b), B and Llocal represent the local latitude and longitude, respectively. And the 
longitude of the central meridian is denoted by Lcen. The azimuth in the g-k framework can be 
calculated by:

 grid gyro        (2)

in Eq. (2), αgyro is the azimuth directly measured by the gyro RTS. its error will propagate 
to the grid azimuth αgrid, which impacts the measured coordinates of targets eventually. having 
been oriented to the grid north, the gyro RTS fits into the auxiliary framework, which is parallel 
to the grid but takes the RTS as the origin. Then it needs one control point to translate the auxil-
iary framework to the g-k framework. in regular surveys, the control point is where the station 
stands. however, things are different on the fully mechanised coal face for two reasons. First, if 
the gyro RTS is fixed upon the point, it cannot move with the continuously advancing face. So 
manual operation is still necessary. Second, control points are distributed in roadways, setting 
up the system there will restrict the field of view to the face.

Mining on a fully mechanised coal face is shown in Fig. 2. The shearer moves along the 
conveyor, which is connected with hydraulic supports by the oil jacks. The coal face is continu-
ously advancing by the supports pulling and pushing the conveyor. To accord with the mining 
process, we change the installation and the measuring process of the gyro RTS: it is hung and 

Fig. 2. Main equipment and mining on the fully mechanised coal face
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fixed on the hydraulic support, and the control point is regarded as back sight datum (Fig. 2). 
compared with the conventional manual operation (Fig. 3), the gyro RTS can work on the newest 
face after automated quickly levelling and orienting. in this way, not only can it move automati-
cally, but also extend the field of view to the face, helping it search and track the target easier.

Fig. 3. comparison of manual operation and automated method

2.2. the state transferring model of the gyro Rts

By analysing the whole work flow of measurement in section 2.1, the automated model 
can be abstracted into two stages: setting up the station and measuring the specified target. Both 
stages are elaborated by several specific states of the gyro RTS and their transfers (Fig. 4). The 
state implies what the gyro RTS is doing now and what it is to do next. Their transfers are driven 
by so-called events, which are either instructions to the gyro RTS or responses of the RTS to 
the instructions. By defining the states and their transfers, the complete workflow of automated 
measuring can be extracted.

in the setting up stage, the gyro RTS is instructed to level itself, orient the coordinate 
framework, search and then register the relative coordinates of control points. The detailed state 
transferring in the first stage is as follows. After the gyro RTS levels and orients itself, it is “ready 
for searching control points”. At that point, once the gyro RTS receives the “search” instruction, 
it will start “searching control points”, where its power search and ATR functions play roles. After 
a while, the gyro RTS returns the search result. if it fails, it will go back to “ready for searching 
control points”. otherwise, the gyro RTS enters the “control point found” state, to accept or re-
fuse the searched point depending on whether the point is a valid control point. once accepting 
the result, the next state will be “registering the control point”, namely using the coordinates of 
the searched control point to translate the framework. Whereas refusing the result makes the state 
back to “ready for searching control points”.

only when the gyro RTS is set up, can the process enter the measuring stage, where the 
gyro RTS is instructed to measure the coordinates of a specified target prism. The prism can be 
attached to the shearer on the fully mechanised coal face. no matter whether the target keeps 
static or dynamic, the gyro RTS can lock and track it. The state transferring in this stage is similar 
to that in the setting-up stage. The search procedures are almost identical, except for the criteria 
for accepting searched results. in this stage, the criterion is whether the searched point is the one 
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with the specified id. Whilst in the setting up stage, the searched point will be only accepted 
if it is a valid control point. After accepting the target, the RTS tightly tracks it and measures 
its coordinates. The “tracking-measuring” loop will continue until the target is lost or manual 
interference happens.

2.3. errors of measured points using the gyro Rts

According to the precision indicators of the gyro RTS, the error of measured coordinates 
can be derived. As crucial components of gyro RTS, the gyroscope and the RTS determine the 
accuracy of measured coordinates. The precision of the gyro bias of the gyroscope will affect 
the azimuth. The precisions of angle measuring and distance measuring of the RTS both affect 
the azimuth, vertical angle and coordinates. note that the gyroscope is only related to horizontal 
measurements and does not interfere with vertical coordinates, so 3d coordinate errors can be 
divided into vertical and horizontal parts. First, we derive the vertical, and then we consider the 
horizontal counterpart.
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Fig. 4. The state transferring model of measuring
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Fig. 5. The trigonometric levelling using RTS

As shown in Fig. 5, the vertical coordinate of the target point is measured by the trigono-
metric levelling method. The vertical coordinate of target point T is:

 2 1 2sin sin sint p t a a tz z s z s s         (3)

in Eq. (3), za, zp and zt denote the vertical coordinate of control point A, station point P and 
target point T, respectively. θ1 and sa denote the vertical angle and slope distance from P to A, 
while θ2 and st are the counterparts from P to point T. it should be noted that the vertical angle 
is negative when the RTS looks down, while the value is positive when the RTS looks up. Ac-
cording to the rules for error propagation and Eq. (3), the accuracy indicator of zt can be derived:

 1 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2cos sin cos sin

t A a tz z a s t ss s                 (4)

in Eq. (4), σzA and σzt denote the accuracy of zA and zt. σθ1, σsa, σθ2 and σst are the counterparts 
of θ1, sa, θ2 and st, respectively, which are commonly given by the instrumental specification. 

Fig. 6. Setting up the gyro RTS using backsight method
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The horizontal errors are derived as follows. As Fig. 6 shows, although the gyro RTS has 
oriented itself and corrected the bias and the convergence of meridians, the error is still inevitable 
between the auxiliary coordinate system and the ideal coordinate system, which is denoted as σΔ. 
To translate the auxiliary coordinate system, the RTS measures the horizontal distance and the 
azimuth to control point A. Then the coordinates of station point P can be obtained.
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in Eq. (5), the azimuth α1 denotes the grid azimuth given by Eq. (2), while da is the hori-
zontal component of slope distance sa in Eq. (3). According to the rules for error propagation, 
the accuracy of point P is:
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in Eq. (6), σxa and σya denote the horizontal precision of control point A, which are available 
from the control points report. σda and σα denote accuracy indicators of da and angle measuring, 
respectively. The accuracy indicator of the gyro bias is denoted as σΔ. note that σα and σΔ are 
constant indicators of the gyro RTS, but σda is related to the slope distance sa and vertical angle θ1:

 1

2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1cos sin

a ad s as        (7)

Symbols in Eq. (7) have the same meanings as those in Eq. (4). Based on the accuracy of 
point P, we derive the horizontal coordinates of target T and their errors. using the polar method 
(Fig. 7), the coordinates of target point T are:
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Fig. 7. Measuring target point T using the polar method
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in Eq. (8), dt and α2 denote the horizontal distance and azimuth from point P to target T. 
According to the rules for error propagation, the accuracy of horizontal coordinates T is:
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  (9)

in Eq. (9), σxp, σyp, σα and σΔ keep the same meanings in Eq. (6). σdt is related to the slope 
distance st and vertical angle θ2 to point T:

 2

2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2cos sin

t td s ts        (10)

Bringing the results of Eq. (6), (7) and (10) to Eq. (9), the horizontal coordinates errors of 
target T can be estimated:
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3. the Prototype system

To justify the automated measuring model, programs were developed and installed on 
available instruments forming the prototype. The prototype and the model have been published 
as patents already [29-31].

3.1. system Framework

System functions include automatically measuring the target and outputting its real-time 
coordinates. After the system is started, except for special circumstances such as hardware ab-
normalities, it can achieve levelling, orientation, tracking and measuring the target on its own. 
The geodetic coordinates are required to be transmitted in real-time to the server. System inputs 
include the approximate search angle of control points and targets and the latitude and longitude 
of the working face. And outputs include system current information and the real-time 3d geo-
detic coordinates of the target.

3.2. hardware

The hardware composition mainly includes a gyro RTS, an industrial personal computer (iPc), 
and a remote computer. The gyro RTS and the industrial computer are connected via wires through 
a series of ports, allowing them to communicate with each other. The remote computer and the 
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iPc communicate with each other through the intranet. To accord with the safety requirements in 
underground coal mines, an explosion-proof shell is installed on the device (Fig. 8). The nominal 
accuracy of the gyroscope is 90”, and the RTS’s accuracy specifications are shown in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1

Accuracy specifications of the RTS *

measurement mode Value
Angle continuously 0.5”

distance Single (prism)
 Single (any surface)

0.6 mm + 1 ppm
2 mm + 2 ppm

* Temperature: –20°c to +50°c humidity: 95% non-condensing Environment: overcast, no haze, visibility about 
40 km, no heat shimmer

Fig. 8. The hardware components of the automated gyro RTS system

3.3. software

The software composition mainly includes an operator program, a controller program and 
related communication protocols (Fig. 9). The operator program is deployed in the iPc, sending 
control instructions to the gyro RTS and sending system information to the controller program. 
The controller program is deployed in the remote computer, sending instructions to the operator 
program and receiving corresponding feedback. The state-transferring model is the basis of the 
controller program. Last but not least, related protocols play roles in message communication. 
The geocoM protocol works between the gyro RTS and the operator program, while the custom 
protocol works between the operator program and the controller program.

The controller program is the core of the software part, which is developed based on the 
“Model-view-control” concept and multi-threading technology (Fig. 10). The basic “model” 

Fig. 9. The software components of the gyro RTS automated system
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is the Node, which derives the Point and the Gyro RTS Server. The Gyro RTS Server implements 
the state-transferring model by defining the State and handling real-time messages. The Node 
Manager acts as the “controller” and is used to maintain gyro total stations, control points and 
targets. The “view” is realised using the observer mode, where the Node can remind the Node 
Manager, to update the user interface to the current status. Multiple threads work simultaneously 
in connecting to the RTS client, monitoring and transferring the states of the RTS. The user in-
terface is used to read configuration files and display system information. Results are published 
by message queues and stored in databases.
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Fig. 10. object-oriented design of controller program

4. experiments and Results

Field experiments were conducted on a simulative working face to evaluate the measuring 
accuracy and applicability of the prototype.

4.1. environment and settings

The simulative working face includes the conveyor, the shearer and the supports (Fig. 11). 
it is noted that the setting of the experiments (Fig. 12). The gyro RTS hangs on the hydraulic 
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support, equipped with an ad-hoc levelling device, which can automatically adjust the length 
of three pillars to keep the system still and levelled. The setting of experiments stimulated the 
working scenarios on the underground fully mechanised face, which moves the prototype along 
with the hydraulic support and saves manual operations.

Fig. 11. Simulative working face on the ground

Fig. 12. Setting the system in field experiments

The gnSS method was used to obtain geodetic coordinates for various points, which was 
compared with measured results to calculate the errors. The distribution of reference points can 
be seen in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. distribution of reference points on the test field

4.2. Results

Point BS1 was regarded as the roadway datum, whilst points 508-1, 508-2, 508-3 and 508-4 
were regarded as shearer targets. using the prototype measuring targets with 3 hz sampling rate 
and keeping around 10 minutes, the errors between measured values and ground truth values 
are shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. The spatiotemporal distribution of coordinates error of 508-1, 508-2, 508-3 and 508-4
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As shown in Fig. 14, on each target, there are about 1500 successive records collected. 
Because the coordinate resolution of the RTS is one millimetre, errors in single dimensions are 
distributed repeatedly at few values on vertical axes. The extreme values of errors in the same 
single dimension differ by only millimetres, which means the measurements are internally stable. 
The measurements have biases to ground relatively notable truths with errors at the centime-
tre level. 

Fig. 15. The 3d distribution of targets

By counting up their frequencies, the frequency distribution of errors can be obtained 
(Fig. 15). note that we used Func(X) = log(1 + log(1 + X)) to visualise the frequency of 3d er-
rors, to shrink the differences between their original frequencies. When using the original values, 
the extreme differences are too significant to be displayed effectively. This results in the smallest 
value being barely visible or the largest value being unable to fit in the graph. From 508-1 to  508-4, 
the 3d scatters are increasingly dispersive with larger distances, implying that the accuracy is 
decreasing. To quantify the measurement error, we calculated the root mean square error (RMSE) 
of points. The RMSE is convenient to estimate the accuracy of coordinates because it describes 
both the deviation of the variable and its bias against the ground truth. Moreover, based on the 
distances, we can calculate the relative RMSE. The RMSE is calculated by Eq. (21):

 
   2

1
1 n

iiRMSE T error T
n     (21)
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in Eq. (21), error(Ti) denotes the coordinates error of target T, and it is calculated by Eq. (22):

        2 2 2
T T T T T Terror T x x y y z z          (22)

in Eq. (22),  , ,T T Tx y z     are the ground truth coordinates of point T and  , ,T T Tx y z   are its 
measured coordinates. The RMSE results are shown in TABLE 2.

TABLE 2

distances from BS1 to targets and RMSEs (three components and the total)

target id distance from bs1  
(m)

Rmse (cm)
3d Relative Rmse (10–4)

east north Z 3d
508-1 76.588 0.1672 1.7499 0.1077 1.7612 2.2996
508-2 93.783 0.1843 2.2984 0.2317 2.3174 2.4710
508-3 109.801 0.3700 2.5341 0.1006 2.5630 2.3342
508-4 127.804 0.6824 3.2655 0.1857 3.3412 2.6143

From 508-1 to 508-4, the horizontal RMSEs (i.e. the east and the north direction) increase 
notably, while the vertical RMSEs (i.e. the Z direction) are relatively smaller and seem to distribute 
randomly. Affected by the horizontal component, the RMSE of 3d errors are at the centimetre 
level and increase with larger distances. But the relative RMSEs appear to have no obvious 
tendency, and the maximum is only 2.6143 ×10–4.

5. discussion

Based on the results in Table 2, horizontal errors and vertical errors differ significantly. 
The former are in centimetre level and increase with larger distance, while the latter are in mil-
limetre level and change randomly. note that the impact factors between vertical and horizontal 
coordinates are different (derived by Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), respectively). vertical errors are caused 
only by the total station’s range and angle measurements, while horizontal errors are affected 
by the gyroscope. According to the millimetre level precision and the randomness of vertical er-
rors, the total station appears to be precise and stable. Therefore, the major source of horizontal 
errors probably results from the gyroscope. We then investigated the accuracy of the gyroscope.

Because the gyroscope only influences horizontal zero direction, and azimuths measuring 
eastern and northern errors are focused. The characteristics of horizontal errors can be investigated 
by their covariance matrices and error ellipses. First of all, the covariance matrix of horizontal 
coordinates is calculated by: 
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   (23)

in Eq. (23), Qxx and Qyy denote the north and east coordinates variances from ground truths. 
Qxy denotes the covariance of north and east coordinates. And then, the error ellipse can be derived 
from the elements of the covariance matrix:
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  2 24xx yy xyK Q Q Q     (24a)
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in Eq. (24), E and F are the lengths of the major and minor axis of the ellipse, respectively. 
φ denotes the direction of the major or the minor axis. calculated results are shown in TABLE 3 
and Fig. 16. it is interesting to find that the four error ellipses are all flat and all orient to the 
centroids of samples from the ground truths (denoted by the arrows). The flat shapes imply 
the error disparity in the major and minor directions, and the directions of ellipses imply similar 
azimuth biases. in addition, from 508-1 to 508-4, the size of ellipses grows with larger distances, 
in accord with the RMSEs in TABLE 2.

TABLE 3

Parameters of error ellipses

target id
Parameters

E (m) F (m) φ (rad)
508-1 0.01757 0.0004934 –0.08945
508-2 0.02305 0.0004115 –0.07703
508-3 0.02561 0.0004693 –0.1382
508-4 0.03440 0.0004474 –0.2689

The increasing lengths of ellipse major axes imply the increasing errors caused by the azimuth 
bias. The horizontal errors grow with larger distances. According to the distances from BS1 to 
each target, the error of gyro (i.e. Δ in Eq. (2)) can be estimated:

TABLE 4

Errors of gyro

E (m) distance from bs1 (m) errors (”)
0.01757 76.588 47.3191
0.02305 93.783 50.6958
0.02561 109.801 48.1092
0.03440 127.804 55.5187

TABLE 4 shows the maximum estimated error of gyro is 55.5187”, below the nominal 
indicator of 90”. Moreover, considering that the millimetre level of RTS errors is acceptable, the 
whole measuring process is performed normally, and the prototype does not influence the original 
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hardware precision. Therefore, the results of field experiments imply the good performance and 
applicability of the proposed system. 

6. conclusions

Aiming to solve the problems (e.g. low accuracy, low automation, low applicability) of 
positioning equipment on advancing fully mechanised coal faces, this paper proposed an auto-
mated gyro RTS measuring system. The system is capable of measuring and transmitting the 
real-time accurate absolute positions of equipment on the mining face. The research includes 
4 highlights as follows:

1. To accord with the working situation on dynamic coal faces, the measuring process of 
the gyro RTS was changed, and a state transferring model was established, driving the 
system to track the target and measure its coordinates automatically to replace manual 
operation.

2. Based on the theoretical model, programs were developed and installed in available 
instruments, forming a prototype.

3. To verify the accuracy and applicability of the prototype, theoretical error evaluation 
and field tests were both carried out. Results showed that the relative error of points was 
better than 2.6143×10–4, which meets the demand of positioning on advancing faces.

4. By analysing the characteristics of coordinates errors, we attributed the major positioning 
error to the gyroscope. The errors were presented by the error ellipses and estimated at 
55.5187”, which justifies the gyroscope nominal indicator 90“.

on the underground coal mining faces, the proposed automated gyro RTS system can re-
place manual measurement work. not only will it decrease the risks to workers, but also  provide 

Fig. 16. The error ellipses of horizontal coordinates of four targets
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accurate and real-time geodetic coordinates of large equipment. it can be used to calibrate inS 
conveniently. By capturing the reliable positions of equipment, the mining progress can be com-
bined with the geological model, which is conducive to realising adaptive mining and establishing 
intelligent coal faces.
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